We perform a proof-of-principle demonstration of the measurement-device-independent quantum key distribution protocol using weak coherent states and polarization-encoded qubits over two optical fiber links of 8.5 km each. Each link was independently stabilized against polarization drifts using a full-polarization control system employing two wavelength-multiplexed control channels. A linear-optics-based polarization Bell-state analyzer was built into the intermediate station, Charlie, which is connected to both Alice and Bob via the optical fiber links. Using decoy states, a lower bound for the secret-key generation rate of 1.04×10
I. INTRODUCTION
The secure transfer of information is a necessity in the everconnected modern world, and quantum key distribution (QKD) is a very promising idea that is able to theoretically achieve this objective [1] . QKD has been extensively experimentally demonstrated both in point-to-point links [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and in quantum network configurations [7] . The intrinsic security of this technology is guaranteed by the principles of quantum physics, contrary to classical cryptography protocols that are based on mathematical complexity [1] . The security of QKD has been unconditionally proven [8] , and even when imperfect devices are taken into account [9] . However, current technology presents loopholes that can be exploited by an eavesdropper to obtain information on the secret key [10] [11] [12] . Recently, a series of side-channel attacks have been proposed and demonstrated exploring imperfections on the single-photon detector (SPD) with possible countermeasures discussed [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . To avoid that type of back door remaining open in a QKD system, a device-independent QKD protocol has been proposed [22] . However, the need for high detection efficiency in order to perform a loophole-free Bell inequality violation makes this proposal impractical from the point of view of currently available technology.
A new family of device-independent protocols has been recently proposed, which removes these so-called side-channel attacks [23, 24] . Furthermore, the detectors may have been taken over by the eavesdropper without compromising the security of the system. While [24] makes use of entangled systems and a quantum memory for replacing real channels by secure virtual channels, the so-called measurement-deviceindependent (MDI)-QKD [23] is well suited to be used with practical weak coherent pulses, making use of the decoystates method. This is similar to a time-reversed EinteinPodolski-Rose entangled photon pair-based protocol, with two remote stations (Alice and Bob) sending faint laser pulses * thiago@opto.cetuc.puc-rio.br with individually randomly encoded quantum states to be measured at a midway station (Charlie), which contains a Bell-state analyzer (BSA) [23] . The BSA is used to project the two-photon states of both incoming optical pulses onto Bell states. Even if weak coherent states are used, the single-photon contribution is retrieved thanks to the usage of decoy states. Charlie broadcasts the measurement outcomes, which are used by Alice and Bob to agree on a shared secret key. As envisioned in the original proposal [23] , the MDI-QKD removes all detection side channels, as the eavesdropper may even impersonate the third party, "Charlie," without jeopardizing the security of the distributed key. MDI-QKD has already drawn great interest from the experimental QKD community, with two recent demonstrations, both employing time-bin qubits [25, 26] .
In this paper we perform an experimental implementation of MDI-QKD using polarization qubits encoded on weak coherent states, as originally proposed by Lo et al. [23] . The links between Alice (Bob) and Charlie are 8.5-km optical fiber spools, individually stabilized with automatic polarization control systems [27] [28] [29] [30] . This is fundamental to guarantee good fidelity between the chosen states of polarization (SOPs) of the faint laser pulses sent by Alice and Bob, and the arriving SOPs after fiber transmission at the BSA. The polarization stability of both fibers was previously assessed by monitoring the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) [31] interference visibility of fully independent weak coherent states over time [30] . The different valid combinations of SOPs sent by Alice and Bob, i.e., under bases agreement, are analyzed over the fiberbased remote BSA, also previously tested with the automatic polarization control [32] . We then employ the decoy-states method with vacuum + weak state for MDI-QKD [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , allowing us to obtain a lower bound for the final secure key rate. indistinguishable weak coherent pulses (WCPs), which are sent to Charlie and projected onto one of the four Bell states. Figure 1 shows a simplified setup with a partial BSA.
The SOPs of the faint pulses are randomly and independently encoded in a state from one out of two mutually unbiased bases in a two-dimensional Hilbert space. The rectilinear basis (⊕), comprised by horizontal and vertical SOPs, and the diagonal basis (⊗), defined by the SOPs + 45
• and − 45
• , are usually chosen, similarly to traditional QKD protocols such as the Bennett-Brassard 1984 protocol (BB84) [1] . The output of Alice and Bob's laser diodes (LDs) are therefore randomly polarization modulated, according to the basis and bit choice, and sent to Charlie, after passing through variable optical attenuators (VOAs) to set the desired average photon number per pulse. A polarization BSA based on linear optics performs the measurements on the incoming photons, and the results are publicly reported to Alice and Bob, which then proceed on to basis reconciliation, error correction, and privacy amplification, as in traditional QKD protocols [2] .
The possible results from the BSA are single detections in any of the four detectors, due to one or more photons routed to the same SPD (which are inconclusive events), and coincidence counts between pairs of single-photon detectors. All the single detections are ignored by the protocol, since currently available avalanche photodiode-based SPDs do not usually present photon number resolution to discriminate them from single-photon events (note that in some time windows a photon number combination different than one from both Alice and Bob may reach the BSA). The coincidence events are publicly announced by Charlie as conclusive BSA outcomes. In the basis reconciliation step, all instances in which Alice and Bob have each sent a state from incompatible bases (⊕ with ⊗ and vice versa) are also discarded, just like in traditional BB84-based protocols. The basis-compatible valid results from the BSA are summarized in Table I for the ideal case of single-photon Fock states simultaneously sent by Alice and Bob and also for weak coherent pulses. It is worth noting that the decoy-states modification enables Alice and Bob to retrieve information regarding the single-photon pulse statistics when coherent states are used [23] , which are, finally, the useful events for the key generation. Since a linear-optics-based partial BSA is being employed ( [32] and references within), only the |ψ + and |ψ − Bell states, which correspond to coincidence detections of the types C 12 or C 34 , and C 14 or C 23 , respectively, where C ij are coincidences between detectors i and j (Fig. 1) , can be unambiguously distinguished from the other Bell states |φ + and |φ − , with these last cases corresponding to two photons in a single spatial mode (same detector in Fig. 1 ). When both Alice and Bob send identical SOPs in the ⊕ basis, the BSA never outputs a valid coincidence detection event (C 13 and C 24 are not related to a Bell projection) [23, 32] . When orthogonal polarizations in the ⊕ basis arrive at Charlie, the BSA outputs |ψ + or |ψ − and either Alice or Bob need to perform a bit flip to correlate their bits. Finally, when the ⊗ basis is used, the BSA will output |ψ + or |ψ − , depending on the combination of sent states according to Table I , and a bit flip is needed only when |ψ − is produced in the BSA. The bits produced from the ⊕ basis are used to form the shared secret key between Alice and Bob, whereas the other basis is used to test the error rate and channel transmittance by using decoy states [23] . This consists of randomly sending pulses with different mean photon numbers for testing against selective eavesdropping on multiphoton pulses, as the yields (probability that Bob detects a single-photon pulse) and quantum bit error rate (QBER) for single-photon pulses can be extracted.
Since weak coherent pulses present a Poisson distribution for the photon number statistics, the probability of two photons being emitted by Alice while a vacuum pulse is sent by Bob (or vice versa) is half the probability of a single photon being emitted simultaneously by each party. This feature introduces a noisy offset to the diagonal basis, causing 25% of |ψ − events to occur when Alice and Bob's SOPs are equal (against 75% of |ψ + ) and 25% of |ψ + events when orthogonal states are sent (against 75% of |ψ − ). Additionally, coincidences C 13 and C 24 will occur, but are discarded as they play no role in the protocol.
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In spite of the spurious coincidence events, the protocol is still robust when implemented with WCPs because there is no impact on the rectilinear basis. Furthermore, the statistics of events generated from a pair of single photons in the diagonal basis can be extracted by applying the decoy-states method [37, 38] , as originally proposed [23] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the MDI-QKD protocol employing polarization encoding with current optical fiber technology, we performed a proof-of-principle experiment where Alice and Bob are each connected to Charlie through independent 8.5-km spooled fiber links. Due to the random residual birefringence fluctuations in the fibers we employed an active full-polarization control system based on two feedback signals wavelength-multiplexed with the single photons, thus stabilizing any polarization state transmitted through the fiber in the quantum channel wavelength, similarly to [27] [28] [29] [30] 32] . These two signals are generated from semiconductor distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes located within Charlie's station as shown in the experimental setup (Fig. 2) , and are split by 50:50 couplers, such that both signals are sent via the two fiber links in the counterpropagating direction with respect to Alice and Bob's faint laser pulses. Both control signals are filtered using a combination of fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) centered at the respective laser wavelength and an optical circulator, and detected in order to provide the feedback control signal to the automatic polarization control (APC) units.
Alice and Bob have fully independent continuous-wave (cw) tunable external cavity lasers, which together with LiNbO 3 amplitude modulators (AMs), VOAs and manual polarization controllers (SOP, in Fig. 2 ) are used to produce the 1.5-ns-wide polarization-encoded faint pulses at 1546.12 nm. A polarimeter is used to verify the states of polarization. The VOA has a built-in mechanical shutter, which allows us to obtain a reliable estimation of gain of the vacuum state. The choice between signal and weak decoy states is performed by independently adjusting the VOAs' attenuation values.
The temporal framework must be established previously to the communication. This means that the communicating parties must be able to identify and correlate their time slots. Previously to start key distributing, Alice and Bob must adjust the relative delay between their signals relative to Charlie, which could be at different distances from Alice and to Bob (in the experiment, two 8.5-km-long optical fiber links were used for convenience but asymmetric link lengths are allowed). Charlie distributes the master clock signal (MC) to Alice and Bob via the same optical fibers by multiplexing in a full-duplex way another laser at λ SY NC = 1547.72 nm, which is pulsed using another amplitude modulator. The synchronism signal is demultiplexed and detected at Alice and Bob's stations with standard pin photodetectors (PDs) and used to drive the AM that creates the weak coherent pulses. A delay generator (d AB ) is used at Bob's station to adjust and match the relative delay of the optical paths leading Alice and Bob to Charlie, assuring that both optical pulses arrive simultaneously at the BSA. Charlie must also ensure synchronism of his SPDs with Alice and Bob, which is implemented here with an electric delay generator (delay block, in Fig. 2 ) after the master clock.
The impact of the classical polarization control and the synchronization signals on the noise in the quantum channel is properly managed with the optical filters employed, as well as with appropriate optical input powers. All measurements reported in Sec. IV-including coincidence counts when both Alice and Bob sources are turned off (vacuum-vacuum decoys)-were performed with all signals coexisting in the optical fibers.
We reinforce that the proposal of the MDI-QKD protocol is to avoid all detection loopholes, which means that any detector-related security issue is removed and the detection apparatus of the midway station (Charlie) may even be under the eavesdropper control [23] . In this context, the addition of the three auxiliary channels used in the experiment reported has no influence on security. The polarization control signals contain no information on the particular choice of bases by Alice and Bob. Any polarization state is stabilized by the system, regardless of the particular choice of polarization state transmitted [27] . It is necessary to guarantee that the Alice, Bob, and Charlie bases are matched. There would be no information gain if an eavesdropper were to obtain information regarding the orientations of the reference states or the polarization bases, as it is always assumed Eve has a complete knowledge of this. Furthermore, the synchronism signal has no information regarding the encoding degree of freedom and only provides a temporal reference to synchronize Alice and Bob's pulses at the Charlie station.
The BSA is composed of a 50:50 fiber coupler, two polarizing beam splitters (PBSs)-preceded by polarization controllers-and the four SPDs. The master clock is delayed by twice the propagation time of the fiber in order to trigger each SPD synchronously to the optical pulses. Two additional circulator + FBG combinations centered at the faint pulses' wavelength λ q are included to filter out any cross-talk photons which may have leaked in the dense wavelength-domain multiplexers and minimize the impact of the classical signals on the quantum channel. The detection events are sent to a four-channel coincidence unity, which acquires all combinations of SPDs that fire during the same bit slot. The SPDs used are InGaAs-based commercial detectors working in gated mode, with 2.5-ns-gate windows, 1-MHz repetition frequency, average dark count probability per gate of 1.5×10 −5 and 10 μs dead time applied after each detection event. The BSA root-mean-square misalignment error was previously evaluated as 1.9%, and its temporal stability, including the automatic polarization control, was assessed under thermal-induced birefringence on long optical fiber spools [32] . All system components outside the polarization controlled sections are sufficiently stable in an environment with a regular air-conditioning system.
In order to correct small optical frequency drifts between both lasers, which is crucial for the correct operation of the protocol, an optical tap is taken at each laser's output and recombined at a photodetector, thus monitoring the beat frequency between them (not shown in Fig. 2 for the sake of simplicity). The wavelength of one laser is automatically corrected through a feedback control loop if the drift exceeds 10 MHz. A solution for the practical case that Alice and Bob are spatially separated is through the use of a gas cell, such as HCN, at Alice and Bob's stations to independently lock each laser at the same spectral absorption line.
Temperature effects on the synchronization signal were not considered here and are naturally minimized by our setup configuration because both fibers have similar lengths in the same environment. Refractive index and length variations of fused silica with temperature are of the order of 10 ppm/K; this means that if the difference in length between Alice and Bob's fibers were of the order of a few kilometers, this would imply a temperature drift of arrival times of the order of a few tenths of a ns/K, still within the tolerance of the HOM dip. Hence, for laboratory purposes, synchronization is not a problem. However, if the system is to be installed in the field, a correction procedure to adjust the relative delay between Alice and Bob timing must be considered. This can be automatically performed, for example, if Charlie performs the delay adjustment (d AB ) instead of Bob, using the polarization control channels to separately trigger Alice's and Bob's pulses. Both immediately send towards Charlie a classical pulse through the synchronization channel, at orthogonal polarizations in order to be distinguished by Charlie, which adjusts d AB to compensate for any time-of-flight variations.
Moreover, it should be mentioned that the time interval between consecutive pulses from Alice and Bob (1 μs) is much greater than the coherence time of the photons, such that phase randomization is naturally obtained [39] .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The feasibility of the experiment depends on the experimental realization of the HOM interference effect between two independent laser sources with large spatial separation between them (8.5 + 8.5 km in our case), which is already shown in [30, 32] for the cw case. Here, the independently pulsed WCPs were synchronized for temporal overlapping at Charlie's station and were made indistinguishable by overlapping their frequency and SOPs (|H a H b ).
Bob's delay was scanned up to 4.5 ns far from the maximum temporal overlap and the coincidence count rate between SPD 1 and SPD 3 was recorded with Alice and Bob sending an average of one photon per 1.5-ns-wide pulse. By shifting the wavelength by 0.02 nm, the coincident rate for distinguishable photons was also recorded. Interference visibility was calculated by [40] , with C d and C i standing for distinguishable and indistinguishable coincidence rates, respectively, resulting in a coincidence dip (HOM dip), depicted in Fig. 3 .
The measured dip width is 2.40 ns. Close to maximum visibility is achieved, actually limited to 0.5 in the case of independent sources with Poisson distribution of the photon number statistics [40] .
We performed an experimental simulation of a MDI-QKD session with decoy states. All measurements were performed with matched temporal modes, as required by the protocol. The automatic polarization control, previously assessed, was used to continuously compensate the random birefringence evolution of the quantum channel, by monitoring the wavelengthdomain multiplexing (WDM) classical control channels.
The procedure described in [23] (see the supplemental material therein) was followed to achieve the gain and error values at each basis. The key parameters necessary for computation of the lower bound for the final key rate for the MDI-QKD protocol may be obtained by different means [23, 37, 38] . The weak + vacuum decoy states with linear programming approach [37] was chosen as it is a good approximation of the infinite-decoy-levels protocols while being much more practical and feasible.
In the protocol, Alice and Bob can randomly and independently choose between three different mean numbers of photons per pulse, representing different classes, the signal states, with μ 1 = 0.5, and two decoy states, μ 2 = 0.1 and μ 3 = vacuum. The signal average number of photons per pulse was chosen according to [37] and the weak decoy-state level was chosen to be low but comfortably adjustable. Their SOPs were varied to cover the eight possible combinations with bases agreement, with all nine combinations of pulse classes, and the coincident counts were totalized during equal time intervals. When both classes are vacuum, the yield (probability of Charlie obtaining |ψ + or |ψ − given that Alice and Bob sent a pulse) corresponds to the measured background count rate. For each pair of pulse classes at each pair of SOPs, the C 12 + C 34 and the C 14 + C 23 events, which correspond to the valid output from the relay station, respectively equivalent to |ψ + or |ψ − states, were recorded. The first task is to prepare the gain (Q 
where the indices H , V , + , and − represent the SOPs |H , |V , | + 45 , and |-45 chosen by Alice and Bob.
Next we need to compute the error values, E ij r and E ij d , corresponding to the abnormal occurrence of valid events on the relay measured at each basis for each pair of source classes. It is worth noting that, on the rectilinear basis, equal SOPs ideally give origin to no detection events on the BSA, so any coincidence is regarded as an error. However, when orthogonal states are used, all detection events are true detections and no error can be caused (any error would be converted to |φ + -or |φ − -like states, not detectable). Therefore by the definition of QBER, i.e., the ratio between the number (or rate) of wrong events and the total number (or rate) of detected events, we can write
Let us emphasize that the Poisson distribution of the number of photons of the sources has no practical influence here, because if Alice sends a pulse containing two photons (which have the same SOP), while Bob sends an empty pulse, the result will be a |φ + -or |φ − -like state (and the BSA will not detect), or a C 13 or C 24 event, which are not used in the protocol. However, the same does not hold for the diagonal basis. As shown in Table I , the Poisson distribution of the faint laser sources will cause a noise floor, which corresponds, mainly, to the cases in which Alice (Bob) sends a two-photon pulse while Bob (Alice) sends an empty pulse. In these cases, as any path can be taken by each photon at the BSA, erroneous |ψ + -or |ψ − -like states can occur, when a specific event is expected according to the states' preparation. The QBER value for each pair of source classes in the diagonal basis can be calculated from measured data according to
For weak coherent states the gain and error matrices can be written as [23] The yield represents the conditional probability that two pulses with a determined number of photons emitted by the optical sources reach Charlie. The Poisson distribution was expanded up to eight terms (M,N = 7) for the linear programming [37] and the yield Y 11 r is lower bounded, while the error e 11 d , which results in a lower bounded secret rate per pulse, is given by [23, 37] 
where H 2 (x) is the Shannon entropy, Q 11 r is the channel gain for single-photon pulses on rectilinear basis, e 9), with f (x) standing for the inefficiency factor for the error correction [41] .
The main values used for computing the secret-key rate are reported in Table II , along with the gain and error values measured in the experiment. Using the calculated inefficiency factor for the error correction of 1.164, the secure key rate is computed as 1.04×10 −6 bits/pulse. The secure key rate was also calculated by using the MDI-QKD analytical model described in [37] . From the average dark counts rate, the evaluated misalignment error of the BSA, and considering the measured channel loss of 19.5 dB per link, which includes the penalty imposed by the 15% detection efficiency of the SPADs, the calculated lower bound rate was 1.59×10 −6 bits per pulse, quite close to the value computed from the measured data.
The positive final secure rate proofs the principle of the MDI-QKD protocol and it is limited here by a number of technical details, most related to the channel gain. Replacing some optical components by state-of-the-art devices and by splicing all optical fiber connections outside Alice and Bob stations the channel transmittance could be increased by up to 4.3 dB. Furthermore, an improvement on the SPADs detection efficiency to 25% would reduce the channel loss by an additional 2.2 dB. Considering such improvements, the calculated lower bound for the secret-key rate would reach 4.78×10 −5 bits/pulse for the same link length. Conversely, without including any other issue, the >1.04×10 −6 bits/pulse secret-key rate could be established between Alice and Bob up to 82 km apart, with Charlie at midway.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We performed a proof-of-principle demonstration of a polarization-encoded measurement-device-independent quantum key distribution (MDI-QKD) protocol with weak coherent states transmitted over two optical fiber links of 8.5 km each. Each fiber link connecting Alice and Bob to Charlie's station was independently stabilized against polarization drifts using a full-polarization control system employing two wavelengthmultiplexed control channels. One additional channel was used to synchronize Alice and Bob's optical pulses using the same optical fibers in a counterpropagating direction. The decoy-states protocol was carried out employing signal pulses with 0.5 photon on average and decoy pulses with 0.1 and 0 (vacuum) photons. The lower bound for the secure key generation rate was 1.04×10 −6 bits/pulse, showing that polarization-encoded MDI-QKD is feasible in long optical fibers. Furthermore, our polarization control system is compatible with classical high-speed telecom optical data channels, further enhancing the possibility of implementing this experimental setup in a fiber-optics telecom environment.
